EXPOSED:

Amazon’s enormous and rapidly growing plastic pollution problem

The Western world’s biggest retailer’s pandemic-fueled boom in plastic pollution, its futile recycling pledges, and the real solutions the company can implement to stop flooding our oceans with plastic.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

- Oceana estimates that Amazon’s plastic packaging waste in 2020 totaled 599 million pounds, a striking one-year increase of 29%, compared to Oceana’s 2019 estimate of 465 million pounds. This amount of plastic would, in the form of air pillows, circle the planet more than 600 times.\(^1\) Oceana also estimates, based on plastic waste pollution data from a peer-reviewed study published in *Science* in 2020, that up to 23.5 million pounds of this waste entered the world’s waterways and seas. That is equivalent to dumping a delivery van’s payload of plastic into the oceans every 67 minutes.\(^2\)

- Amazon’s recycling promises and claims do not add up and do not reduce the company’s very large plastic packaging waste footprint. The type of plastic packaging used by Amazon – plastic film – is rarely accepted by municipal recycling programs. Despite this, 39% of 1,400 Amazon Prime customers surveyed by Oceana in 25 cities in the United States and the United Kingdom reported that they put their packaging in curbside recycling bins. Additionally, 41% of secret shoppers sent by Oceana into 186 stores Amazon claimed as alternative recycling drop-off points for plastic film (in these same 25 cities in the U.S. and UK) were told by store representatives that Amazon plastic is not accepted for recycling at their store.

- In contrast to the company’s recycling programs, Amazon’s actions to eliminate single-use plastic packaging in India\(^3\) and to increase the use of returnable and reusable packaging could be – according to Oceana’s analysis – having a significant impact on reducing the company’s plastic pollution problem. If the company expands its efforts to eliminate single-use plastic packaging in India worldwide, it could substantially reduce its plastic footprint. Amazon has shown that this is possible with its reported plans to eliminate single-use plastic packaging in Germany, one of the company’s largest markets. Amazon ships hundreds of millions of packages\(^4\) a year in Germany and has a market share of more than 50%\(^5\).

- Amazon has – following rapid pandemic related growth – exceeded Walmart’s total sales\(^6\) and is the largest retailer in the world (outside of China). The company is increasingly defining how retail products are packaged. It is critical for the oceans that the company leads the reduction of plastic pollution. Amazon needs to stop hiding behind ineffective solutions like plastic film recycling and instead leverage its innovative know-how and, as shown in India, Germany, and other efforts detailed in its sustainability report\(^7\), be a leader and take steps to reduce its plastic packaging waste footprint.
Oceana analyzed e-commerce and packaging market data, as well as a recent scientific report published in Science about predicted growth in plastic waste, that projects plastic pollution of aquatic ecosystems by country and found that Amazon's enormous plastic packaging footprint increased by 29% in comparison to Oceana's 2019 estimate. Amazon disputed Oceana's estimate in its 2020 report. Oceana, in response, asked the company to directly provide data about its plastic footprint to Oceana, which the company has not yet done. Oceana, therefore, continues to estimate the company’s footprint based on publicly available data.

In 2020, according to Oceana's analysis, Amazon generated an estimated 599 million pounds, or 272 million kilograms (kg), of plastic packaging. This is the plastic used to ship purchases made on Amazon.com and includes air pillows or bubble wrap used to prevent products from moving within a package, and plastic mailers and plastic-lined paper envelopes to ship smaller products. Amazon packages are usually double-packed, with the original product already packaged, surrounded with plastic filling and an outer Amazon box.

E-commerce plastic packaging becomes plastic waste after a package is delivered. Almost all plastic waste is landfilled, burned, or enters and pollutes the environment, including waterways and oceans, where plastic can harm marine life.

Based on data derived from the scientific report about plastic pollution of aquatic ecosystems,8 Oceana estimates that in 2020, up to 23.5 million pounds (10.7 million kg) of Amazon's plastic packaging ended up in the world's freshwater and marine ecosystems as pollution. This amount is roughly equivalent to a delivery van's worth of plastic being dumped into major rivers, lakes, and oceans every 67 minutes.9

Plastic is a major source of pollution for the world's oceans. Scientists now estimate billions of pounds of plastic wash into the ocean every year.10 The plastics industry expects annual production will more than triple by 2050, far outpacing recycling (only 9% of all plastic waste produced to date has been recycled).11,12 Plastic packaging harms marine life and biodiversity when it enters the marine environment. Sea turtles and other animals mistake the kind of plastic used by Amazon – such as plastic bags – for food. Studies have estimated that 55% percent of sea birds, 70% of marine mammals, and 100% of sea turtles have ingested or become entangled in plastic and have found that plastic film is one of the deadliest forms of plastic for marine life.13,14

Amazon plastic packaging falls into the category “plastic film,” a material that is extremely difficult to recycle. Most curbside recycling programs in the U.S., Canada, the UK, and other large markets for Amazon do not accept or recycle plastic film. Additionally, the small amount of consumer plastic film waste that is recycled is most often downcycled and used to create other products like commercial decking (rather than more plastic packaging and plastic film).15 There is little evidence of recycling of plastic film (and packaging) already used by consumers on a large scale16 and, most importantly, little evidence that plastic film recycling reduces the amount of plastic packaging waste entering landfills and the environment (and the world’s oceans).

Despite all this, Amazon promotes recycling as a solution to its large and growing plastic packaging waste problem. There are several references to plastic recycling programs in the company’s recent sustainability report17,18 and on the company’s website19 – Amazon Second Chance – that offers information for customers about how to recycle plastic packaging and links to alternative recycling sites. While the company offers some details about these programs, they do not specify the impact these efforts would have on reducing the company's very large plastic packaging waste footprint.

In 2021, Oceana conducted a multi-part study in 25 cities in the U.S. and the UK to investigate what happens to Amazon's plastic packaging waste, including what customers do with their packaging. Oceana surveyed 1,400 Amazon Prime customers in the 25 cities about how they dispose of their packaging and found that three out of four customers are – intentionally and unintentionally – sending their plastic packaging to the landfill.
• 39% of the Amazon customers surveyed put their plastic packaging in recycling bins even though this means the plastic packaging will likely end up being landfilled. 83.8% of those who reported placing their plastic in the bin believed the plastic would be recycled.

• 35.5% said they simply put their Amazon packaging in the trash, 19.3% said they set the packaging aside and only 5.9% said they bring the packaging to store drop-off locations (like the ones linked to by Amazon’s Second Chance website).

• 91.4% of those surveyed said that they thought Amazon should reduce its use of plastic packaging. Nearly 95% of the Amazon Prime customers surveyed are concerned about plastic pollution's impact on the oceans.

We also sent mystery shoppers into 186 stores in these same 25 cities – identified as local recycling drop-off points for plastic packaging through links from the Amazon Second Chance website. The secret shoppers found that in 41% of these stores, representatives said they could not accept Amazon plastic packaging. Managers at more than 80% of the stores visited told the secret shoppers that they did not know their store was listed as a drop-off location for the recycling of Amazon packaging. Additionally, when the secret shoppers looked into the plastic recycling bins, they only saw Amazon packaging in the bins in 17% of the stores surveyed. Several of the bins were labeled as accepting “plastic bags only” which would presumably confuse Amazon shoppers unaware that their plastic mailers and other packaging are supposed to go in the “plastic bags only” bin.

In addition, Oceana interviewed local municipal recycling officials in the cities where the survey was conducted. Officials in both the U.S. and the UK confirmed to Oceana that they are not able to recycle Amazon plastic packaging and that this packaging continues to be put in recycling bins and contaminate other plastic.

Oceana's research found that Amazon customers do not know that municipal recycling facilities will not accept Amazon packaging for recycling (and instead put it into the landfill) and that the plastic film recycling alternative system linked to Amazon is ineffective at best.

In contrast to its U.S. promotion of the failed recycling strategy, in India, Amazon recently committed to eliminate single-use plastic packaging after the Indian government enforced a sweeping ban on all single-use plastic. If properly implemented worldwide, the elimination of single-use plastic by Amazon would significantly reduce the company's plastic packaging footprint and contribution to marine plastic pollution. Oceana estimated that Amazon has reduced its single-use plastic packaging waste in India by 50% in this latest report based on news reports which, if correct, could reduce the company's global plastic footprint significantly. Unfortunately, Amazon has not publicly released data regarding its reduction of plastic packaging in India, and customer data (including unboxing videos uploaded to YouTube by Amazon customers in India) make it clear that some single-use plastic packaging is still in use.

The recent news that Amazon will eliminate single-use plastic packaging in Germany demonstrates that the company can switch away from plastic packaging everywhere it operates. Germany is one of Amazon's largest markets. The company has a reported 53% market share in Germany. Oceana estimates that the company generated nearly 88 million pounds of single-use plastic packaging waste in Germany in 2020.

Oceana, with the support of more than one-third of the company's investors, calls on Amazon to take measurable steps globally to reduce its plastic footprint. Additionally, Oceana, with the backing of hundreds of thousands of individuals, calls on the company to offer plastic-free options at checkout everywhere around the world.
A plastic bag floats in the ocean. Marine life often mistake plastic bags and plastic film for food.
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E-COMMERCE GROWTH AND PLASTIC PACKAGING

- Almost a third of the world's population is now buying online\(^{23}\)
- Amazon dominates the e-commerce market in almost all countries in which it operates\(^{24,25,26}\)
- The e-commerce industry used nearly 2.9 billion pounds (1.3 billion kg) of plastic packaging in 2020\(^{27}\)

2020 was marked by the COVID-19 pandemic which drove an enormous surge in e-commerce shopping. Consumers around the world increasingly made online purchases from home.

The number of overall online buyers is forecast to reach 2.1 billion in 2021, up from 1.66 billion in 2016.\(^{28}\) More than a quarter of the world's population is now buying products online, and COVID-19 has further accelerated this shift. Estimated at $3.35 trillion in 2019, pandemic-driven e-commerce sales rose sharply by 27.6% in 2020 to $4.28 trillion and are expected to reach $6.39 trillion in 2024.\(^{29}\)

Amazon, the leading e-commerce retailer in almost all large markets, reportedly recently surpassed Walmart’s sales to become the largest retailer – online and offline – in the Western world. Only China has retail companies with larger operations.

Amid this surge of online buying, the amount of e-commerce plastic packaging worldwide has been estimated to have grown by 24% in 2020, with the highest growth in the Middle East (+60%).

Globally, the e-commerce industry used nearly 2.9 billion pounds (1.296 billion kg) of plastic packaging in 2020, according to analysts, and that number is estimated to more than double by 2026, as shown in Table 1. The highest growth by volume is expected for flexible plastic and plastic mailer markets over the medium term. This is the type of secondary or protective packaging (e-commerce packaging) that Amazon adds on top of the original product packaging after it is ordered online.

Packaging in e-commerce is often superfluous. As much as 98% of product packaging shipped in e-commerce was created for brick and mortar retail and to get potential buyers’ attention browsing in a store rather than to be optimized for shipping to customers who purchased the product online. Leading industry analysts estimate that half of e-commerce packages ship with up to 55% empty space.\(^{30}\)

**THE E-COMMERCE INDUSTRY PRODUCED 2.9 BILLION POUNDS OF PLASTIC PACKAGING WASTE IN 2020\(^{31}\)**

**Table 1.** Total e-commerce industry’s annual plastic packaging waste

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2021</th>
<th>2022</th>
<th>2023</th>
<th>2024</th>
<th>2025</th>
<th>2026</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>million kg</td>
<td>1,296</td>
<td>1,610</td>
<td>1,834</td>
<td>2,096</td>
<td>2,403</td>
<td>2,763</td>
<td>3,189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>million pounds</td>
<td>2,857</td>
<td>3,549</td>
<td>4,044</td>
<td>4,621</td>
<td>5,297</td>
<td>6,091</td>
<td>7,031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Mordor Intelligence*
As shown in Figure 1 below, protective packaging (including bubble wrap and the kinds of air pillows that Amazon frequently uses) makes up 1 billion pounds (456 million kg), or 35%, of total plastic packaging weight. Plastic pouches and bags (including Amazon mailers, envelopes, bags, and bubble-lined bags) make up more than 894 million pounds (406 million kg), or 31%, of total plastic packaging weight. Shrink films make up 348 million pounds (158 million kg), or 12%, of total plastic packaging weight, and 609 million pounds (276 million kg), or 21%, of the total weight, are a mix of other plastic products like foams or gel packs.\(^3\)

**BUBBLEWRAP, AIR PILLOWS, AND PLASTIC MAILERS ARE UBIQUITOUS**

Figure 1. Global e-commerce plastic packaging market by product type, 2020

---

Packaging in e-commerce is often superfluous. As much as 98% of product packaging shipped in e-commerce was created for brick and mortar retail and to get potential buyers’ attention browsing in a store rather than to be optimized for shipping to customers who purchased the product online.
AMAZON’S PLASTIC PACKAGING POLLUTION: 2020 ESTIMATES

- Amazon’s plastic packaging footprint estimated to be nearly 600 million pounds in 2020, a 29% increase from 2019
- Up to 23.5 million pounds of Amazon’s plastic polluted freshwater and marine ecosystems in 2020

ESTIMATE OF AMAZON’S TOTAL PLASTIC PACKAGING WASTE FOOTPRINT
Oceana analyzed e-commerce and packaging market data, as well as a 2020 peer reviewed scientific report published in Science about predicted growth in plastic waste, that projects plastic pollution of aquatic ecosystems by country. Oceana also requested data directly from Amazon about its plastic footprint (which the company has not provided). Amazon has challenged the estimate provided in Oceana’s 2020 report but has so far refused to respond to Oceana’s multiple requests for the company’s data.

According to industry analysts (and as shown in Table 2 below), in 2020, e-commerce businesses produced a total of 2.9 billion pounds of plastic packaging waste. The table below provides an overview of e-commerce plastic packaging used in the key markets included in the analysis. It is important to note that Amazon is the dominant e-commerce company in all the countries listed (except for China where Amazon does not sell to customers directly).

THE E-COMMERCE INDUSTRY PRODUCED 2.9 BILLION POUNDS OF PLASTIC PACKAGING WASTE IN 2020

Table 2. Total e-commerce industry’s annual plastic packaging waste

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Million pounds</th>
<th>Million kg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>713.5/323.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>601.3/272.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>212.4/96.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>211.5/95.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>179.1/81.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>166.5/75.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>124.5/56.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>71.8/32.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>35.7/16.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>25.4/11.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>19.1/8.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other countries</td>
<td>496.3/225.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>2857.1/1295.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Mordor Intelligence
Oceana has obtained figures for overall e-commerce plastic packaging use for the countries analyzed and the world as a whole. We assume that Amazon’s plastic packaging footprint correlates with its market share. This assumption has been discussed with e-commerce packaging experts who agreed that this is a valid method to estimate Amazon’s packaging use, given the absence of published data from Amazon. Based on these data points, we calculated Amazon’s plastic packaging footprint for the countries analyzed.

We also estimate that the nine analyzed countries make up about 93.5% of Amazon’s e-commerce revenue, based on publicly available sales estimates. Assuming that the remaining 6.5% of revenue has the same proportionate footprint as the analyzed countries, the total plastic packaging footprint of Amazon is 599 million pounds or 272 million kg.

**ESTIMATE OF MARINE PLASTIC POLLUTION FROM AMAZON PLASTIC PACKAGING**

Table 3. Amazon’s plastic packaging footprint

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTRY</th>
<th>PLASTIC PACKAGING WASTE IN E-COMMERCE (KG) 2020</th>
<th>ESTIMATED AMAZON MARKET SHARE 2020 (*2019) IN %</th>
<th>CALCULATED AMAZON PLASTIC PACKAGING FOOTPRINT 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Source: Mordor Intelligence</td>
<td>Source: Various (see endnotes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>11,512,429</td>
<td>5.00(^{35})</td>
<td>575,621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>56,457,145</td>
<td>49.30(^{36})</td>
<td>27,833,372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>75,513,767</td>
<td>53.00(^{37})</td>
<td>40,022,296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>81,236,983</td>
<td>31.20(^{38})</td>
<td>12,672,969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>96,352,856</td>
<td>25.70(^{39})</td>
<td>24,762,684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>8,667,249</td>
<td>11.60(^{40})</td>
<td>1,005,401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>16,188,297</td>
<td>35.10(^{41,42})</td>
<td>5,682,092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>95,949,973</td>
<td>34.50(^{43})</td>
<td>33,102,741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>272,739,034</td>
<td>39.70(^{44})</td>
<td>108,277,397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total for nine countries</td>
<td>253,934,574</td>
<td>33,102,741</td>
<td>72,979,051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other countries with Amazon stores (6.5% of estimated turnover)</td>
<td>17,653,206</td>
<td>38,918,657</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>271,587,780</strong></td>
<td><strong>598,748,563</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*India’s plastic packaging footprint has been reduced by 50% for 2020 to reflect the company’s commitment – as of June of 2020 – to eliminate single-use packaging in India.*

In a 2020 peer-reviewed scientific study, Borrelle et al., published in *Science,*\(^{45}\) the authors estimate that between 19 and 23 million metric tons, or 11%, of plastic waste generated globally in 2016 entered freshwater and marine ecosystems, which includes major rivers, lakes, and the oceans. They estimated the annual amount from 2016 to 2030 of inadequately managed plastic waste entering aquatic ecosystems from 173 countries, representing 97% of the world’s population.

Based on this model, Oceana calculated the estimated percentage of Amazon’s e-commerce plastic packaging waste entering major rivers, lakes, and the oceans in 2020 for the analyzed countries. We used the upper estimate of the business-as-usual scenario developed by Borrelle et al., given plastic packaging’s low recycling rate and
therefore greater likelihood of ending up in the waste disposal system and potentially in aquatic ecosystems.

We used these ratios to estimate the plastic packaging waste generated by Amazon in these countries (shown in Table 4) to determine the possible pollution of major rivers, lakes, and the sea by Amazon plastic packaging. To estimate the amount of plastic packaging waste reaching aquatic ecosystems generated in the remaining countries in which Amazon operates but which are not included in this country by country analysis, Oceana applied the Borelle study’s estimated medium global average of plastic waste entering marine ecosystems for 2020, which is 14.05%. In total, up to 23.49 million pounds (10.65 million kg) of Amazon plastic packaging waste is estimated to have entered freshwater and marine ecosystems in 2020 which is roughly equivalent to a delivery van’s worth of plastic being dumped into the sea, rivers, and lakes every 67 minutes.

**ESTIMATED LEAKAGE TO WATERWAYS, LAKES, AND OCEANS IN 2020 IN MILLIONS OF POUNDS (MILLIONS IN POUNDS/KILOGRAMS)**

Table 4. Estimate of Amazon’s marine plastic pollution footprint

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTRY</th>
<th>ESTIMATED LEAKAGE TO WATERWAYS, LAKES AND OCEANS 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>54,969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>300,158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>352,722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India*</td>
<td>3,850,951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>2,025,660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>67,905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>69,089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>423,107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>1,028,672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other countries</td>
<td>2,480,275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>10,653,507</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Amazon packaging, including air pillows made from plastic film.
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Amazon shipping trucks.
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RECYCLING FAILURE: AMAZON PLASTIC PACKAGING

- Amazon's plastic packaging is "plastic film" and is not accepted by curbside recycling programs
- Amazon's recycling claims do not add up to a reduction in plastic pollution

CURBSIDE COLLECTION OF PLASTIC FILM (AMAZON’S PLASTIC PACKAGING)

Scientific reports have estimated that only 9% of all plastic waste ever produced has been recycled and 91% has ended up in landfills, incinerators, or the environment, including the oceans.48 In response to questions regarding its plastic use, Amazon has said that it is addressing its plastic problem by pushing to make more of its packaging "recyclable." However, the type of plastic used in its packaging is effectively not recycled. Amazon’s claim of recyclability is an empty promise and will not reduce Amazon's plastic waste footprint or harmful impact on the oceans.

Amazon’s plastic packaging – including mailers, bubble wrap, air pillows, and more – is referred to as “plastic film” in recycling terms and has little to no value on the recycling market. Most often, it is landfilled, burned, or pollutes the environment, including the oceans.

91% of U.S. residents have access to either curbside and/or drop-off recycling programs that accept packaging materials.49 With very few exceptions, municipal recycling programs in the U.S., Canada, and the UK do not accept plastic film.50

In February 2021, an industry report, "Addressing the Challenge of Film and Flexible Packaging Data,"51 was published by The Recycling Partnership (a group funded by many of the largest plastic polluters in the world). It listed the many data deficiencies and difficulties inherent in calculating the rate at which plastic film is currently recycled.

It concluded that the most comprehensive data source on plastic film recycling from households is included in a Film Recycling Investment Report, which was issued in 2017 by Closed Loop Partners about recycling in the U.S. That report estimates that only 4% of the polyethylene (PE) film,52 the plastic material that much of Amazon packaging is made of, is recovered for recycling.

The report comes to the conclusion that the average American household uses (or gets sent from e-commerce firms) 75 to 88 pounds of PE film per year – but that the national average rate of return-to-retail (the store drop-off program linked to by Amazon) is roughly 1.6 pounds per household per year – meaning less than 2% of plastic packaging is brought to the shops by consumers for store drop-off. Less than 6% of Amazon Prime customers surveyed by Oceana this summer (as described later in this report) said they bring their plastic packaging to store drop-off points.
Another industry report lists challenges and barriers that clarify why the store drop-off program for recycling does not work. The authors explain that information from recyclers demonstrates that only supermarkets with quality controls in place for the returned plastic packaging and the ability to transport collected bags and wrap to their distribution centers for consolidation were able to find domestic buyers for consumer plastic recycling collected in store drop-off bins.

Jan Dell, Founder of the Last Beach Cleanup, points out that most of the plastic film being recycled is clear warehouse plastic used to wrap pallets, and not the plastic waste customers put in the plastic bag recycling bins. She notes, as an example, that the standards listed by Trek, a manufacturer of plastic decking and one of the main purchasers of recycled plastic film, make it unlikely that the plastic placed in the take back bins would meet these standards for this kind of use.

In 2019, Greenpeace performed a comprehensive survey of plastic product waste collection, sorting, and reprocessing in the U.S. to determine the legitimacy of "recyclable" claims and labels on consumer plastic products. It found that plastic waste with codes 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 – including the type of plastic that is used in Amazon packages – has negligible-to-negative value and is effectively a category of products that, even when collected by municipal recycling programs, are not recycled. Plastic waste with codes 3-7 collected by municipal systems throughout the U.S. is usually sent to landfills or is incinerated.

AMAZON'S RECYCLING CLAIMS
Amazon uses the term recycling more than 100 times in its 2020 sustainability report. And it claims in this report that it is,

\[\text{Minimizing waste, increasing recycling, and providing options for our customers to reuse, repair, and recycle their products. We are working to send less material to the landfill and more back into the circular economy loop.}\]

In some cases, the recycling noted – such as recycling or repurposing water or heat in the company's Amazon Web Services (AWS) data centers – may potentially reduce the company's use of underlying resources or material in question. However, the recycling efforts mentioned regarding plastic packaging do not, according to Oceana's analysis, appear to add up to significant reductions in the company's massive plastic packaging waste footprint.

In its sustainability report Amazon describes its recycling projects but fails to provide evidence or data about how these projects would reduce the company's total plastic packaging footprint.

Amazon notes that it is, "Improving the composition of our plastic packaging solutions to use less material and incorporate more recycled content" and offers as an example that:

\[\text{We are increasing the recycled content of our plastic film bags from 25% to 50% in 2021, and from 15% to over 40% for our plastic padded bags. Together, these improvements are expected to eliminate more than 25,000 metric tons of new plastic each year.}\]

While Amazon does not define what it means by "new plastic," it is reasonable to assume it is purchasing plastic film and plastic padded bags made with more recycled content (to replace virgin or "new" plastic). Unfortunately, this additional recycled content does not impact the strong likelihood that the plastic bag is heading for the landfill, incinerator, or environment (and possibly the ocean). This is because plastic bags made from recycled plastic, just like those made from virgin plastic, are not accepted by municipal recycling facilities and generally are not recycled. Additionally, the company seems to be indicating that it will use a very large amount of plastic film and padded...
bags in 2021 (conceivably as much as 100,000 metric tons or 220 million pounds – assuming that the plastic referenced is approximately equal to 25% of the total used).

The company also notes in its sustainability report that it is, “Partnering to improve recycling infrastructure.” One of these projects includes funding the “West Coast Contamination Initiative” which it states is, “Reducing the amount of non-recyclable material collected through local recycling systems.” This, it explains, includes common contaminants like plastic bags or plastic film.

The West Coast Contamination initiative, funded by Amazon and Keurig Dr. Pepper, finds in a report that, “Residents are not aware of what can be recycled curbside, even those who think they know how to recycle.” This report also finds that plastic bags (and plastic film) are the top “contaminants” identified by the cities and Materials Recovery Facilities (MRFs) or dumps. As this report demonstrates, the quickest way for Amazon to reduce contamination caused by plastic film is by committing to reduce or replace its plastic film packaging.

Amazon also writes in its sustainability report that it:

- Has developed a process for on-site plastic film recycling for our operations. In 2020, we began converting plastic film into poly bags made of 100% recycled material, which are used for package-free returns at Amazon drop-off locations in the U.S. After use, the bags are collected and returned to Amazon facilities where we again convert them into new poly bags, repeating the recycling process.

And then notes that:

- As of June 2021, on-site plastic film recycling is available at more than 168 Amazon sites across North America and Europe.

It appears that Amazon is recycling film used in its operations (not plastic film packaging received by customers), which could presumably include items like the plastic film used to wrap its pallets. This effort is an example where Amazon is effectively repurposing its plastic directly for its drop-off facilities, which is laudable but does not appear to reduce the amount of plastic packaging it sends to its customers. And, crucially, the impact on the company’s plastic footprint is unclear, as Amazon is not detailing in its sustainability report how this initiative is tied to the company’s overall use of plastic film or any commitments to reduce its overall use of plastic film.
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A machine sorts plastic waste. Plastic film, including the kind used by Amazon, can damage recycling machinery.
OCEANA RESEARCH:
AMAZON RECYCLING CLAIMS AND PROGRAMS

• Amazon’s customers do not know that their plastic packaging is not accepted by their local recycling programs
• Secret shoppers told that Amazon plastic is not accepted by Amazon’s designated recycling drop-off points

In 2021, Oceana conducted a multi-part study in 25 cities in the U.S. and the UK to evaluate Amazon’s customer-driven recycling program. Oceana surveyed 1,400 Amazon Prime customers in these 25 cities to determine what they do with their Amazon plastic packaging. Oceana also sent mystery shoppers into 186 stores in these same cities – identified as recycling drop-off points for plastic packaging through links on the Amazon Second Chance website. The shoppers interviewed store employees and managers to find out if they would accept plastic packaging from Amazon for recycling and if store personnel were aware that Amazon is directing its customers to their stores to recycle their plastic packaging.

SURVEY: AMAZON PRIME MEMBERS AND AMAZON’S PLASTIC PACKAGING

Amazon’s plastic packaging is – as previously noted – a type of plastic known as plastic film – the “plastic shopping bag” category of plastic. Amazon writes on its sustainability website and report, that plastic film “Is a difficult material to process, and most municipal recycling programs do not accept it.”

Amazon has created a program called “Amazon Second Chance” in the U.S. and the UK (https://www.amazon.com/amsc). Customers who visit the Second Chance website and click on images of plastic packaging (such as the blue and white Amazon plastic mailer) are told that “some cities offer curbside recycling. Where not available, use designated store drop off locations where plastic film is accepted” and then provides a link to find “your drop off location.”

When a customer clicks on the link, they are sent to plasticfilmrecycling.org (in the U.S.) or to “recyclenow.com” (in the UK). In the U.S., they are informed that plastic film typically does not get recycled in curbside bins. Amazon customers who visit these sites are encouraged to instead use drop-off locations for their plastic packaging – the plastic bag bins in stores. In Canada, visitors who click the link from Amazon Second Chance to plastic film recycling are likely to only be shown addresses for drop-off locations in the U.S.

Of the 1,400 Amazon Prime customers surveyed by Oceana, only 5.9% said they place Amazon plastic packaging in the plastic drop-off bins in the stores linked to the Amazon Second Chance website. Nearly 75%, reported that they either put their Amazon plastic in curbside recycling bins (39.4%) or in the trash (35.5%) which, given that plastic film
put in a curbside recycling bin is largely landfilled means that 74.9% of the customers surveyed send – knowingly or not – their plastic packaging to the dump. Additionally, 19.3% say they “save their packaging” and later reuse it. Roughly 80% of the customers who said they put their Amazon packaging in the curbside recycling, reported that they did not know that their plastic would not be recycled. 70% of these customers reported that they were angry or surprised to find this out and 5% said they would consider canceling their Amazon Prime account because of this discovery (15% of the customers who reported shopping every day on the site said they would consider doing so). Nearly 95% of the Amazon customers surveyed are concerned about plastic pollution's impact on the oceans.

MYSTERY SHOPPER INVESTIGATION OF AMAZON RECYCLING DROP-OFF POINTS

The secret shoppers, hired by Oceana, who visited stores listed as participating in the plastic film recycling program used by Amazon reported that 41% of the stores visited would not accept Amazon plastic packaging and more than 80% of store managers were not familiar or did not know that Amazon was directing its customers to put plastic packaging in the plastic bag bins and were not certain how or what company took it away. The store managers who rejected Amazon plastic packaging made the following statements to the secret shoppers:

“*The store has never recycled Amazon packaging,* “ then added, “*We only recycle plastic bags here.*”

“*At the end of the shopping center is a shipping company, and they might be able to take care of you.*”

“*There are some big recycling bins along the road you could look into placing your recycling into.*”

It's also worth noting that Amazon shoppers are being told to bring their packaging to stores and to find recycling bins that predominantly focus on plastic bags and in some cases discourage placing non plastic bags in the receptacle.

Additionally, secret shoppers reported seeing Amazon plastic packaging in only 17% of the 186 plastic bag bins inspected.

According to Oceana’s research, Amazon’s customers are highly concerned about plastic waste, very confused about what to do with the plastic packaging they receive from Amazon, and upset to learn that this plastic likely will not be recycled. And it seems likely that the customers who make a special trip to try and recycle their Amazon plastic packaging at the stores linked to by the company will be doubly frustrated based on Oceana’s secret shopper research and the uncertainty about whether or not the plastic put in these bins will be recycled.

INTERVIEWS WITH WASTE MANAGEMENT AUTHORITIES ABOUT AMAZON PLASTIC

Oceana interviewed local public works departments across the U.S. and the UK about what they do with plastic film and Amazon packaging. Those interviewed reported that the soft plastic is difficult to handle, gets caught in the recycling machinery and that there is not a strong market for buying recycled residential film.
A public works department representative in Salem, Massachusetts, said that, "You can't put (any soft film plastic) in the curbside recycling bin and that's just because it will get tangled up in the machinery." Another representative in Overland Park, Kansas, said the, "We don't take film or polystyrene. Difficult to handle. Small market." In San Martin, California, the representative explained the situation with a touch more color: "Recycle centers are all rejecting the plastic because it ruins the machines. The material is ruining the machines and costs money so now they are rejecting it and sending it to landfills." A representative from Brixton, London's municipal recycling center, explained, "Everything in your green wheelie bin gets taken to a larger facility, but they do not accept plastic bags, ...and if there are any plastic bags in your wheelie, nothing inside can be recycled." Nine of 10 canvassed locations in the UK responded that plastic film is a non-recyclable material.

According to Oceana's research, Amazon's customers are highly concerned about plastic waste, very confused about what to do with the plastic packaging they receive from Amazon, and upset to learn that this plastic likely will not be recycled.
A garbage truck dumps waste into a landfill. 91% of all plastic ever created has been landfilled, burned, or entered the environment as pollution.
HOW AMAZON IS REDUCING ITS PLASTIC PACKAGING FOOTPRINT

- Amazon has the solutions: it needs to implement them globally
- Amazon's elimination of single-use plastic packaging in India could be significantly reducing the company's plastic pollution footprint
- Amazon uses reusable packaging in select markets. It needs to do this everywhere
- Amazon developed plastic-free alternatives to replace single-use plastic packaging

AMAZON’S ELIMINATION OF SINGLE-USE PLASTIC PACKAGING IN INDIA AND GERMANY

Oceana’s estimate of Amazon’s plastic footprint was substantially impacted by the company’s actions in India. Oceana assumed in its analysis, that Amazon has reduced its single-use plastic packaging waste by 50% in India, which cut its estimated global plastic packaging waste significantly. Unfortunately, Amazon has not publicly released data regarding its reduction of plastic packaging in India, and customer data (such as unboxing videos by Amazon customers in India) make it clear that some single-use plastic packaging is still in use.

As Amazon writes in its 2020 sustainability report:

In India, Amazon eliminated single-use, thin-film plastics in packaging in 2020 by replacing plastic materials like bubble wrap and air pillows with paper cushions and introducing plastic-free, biodegradable tape. To reduce the need for packaging at all, we have developed a model for packaging-free shipping across more than 100 Indian cities, delivering orders in their original packaging using protective containers that delivery drivers can reuse.

India’s e-commerce market is forecast to have sales of $61 billion in 2021, and market experts estimate this could more than double by 2025.66 In June 2018, India’s prime minister, Narendra Modi, and its central government pledged to ban single-use plastics by 2022.67 But in October 2019, the ban was delayed.68

Taking matters into his own hands, 16-year-old Delhi resident Aditya Dubey started a petition to stop Amazon and fellow Indian e-commerce giant Flipkart from using what the petition described as “excessive” plastic packaging in India69 and, through his legal guardian, pleaded to the country’s National Green Tribunal. The Tribunal then requested that the Indian Central Pollution Control Board take action, who in consequence informed Amazon that, in line with India’s Extended Producer Responsibility for plastic waste, “Primary responsibility for collection of (...) packaging is of Producers, Importers, and Brand Owners who introduce the products in the market. They need to establish a system for collecting back the plastic waste generated due to their products.”70

Amazon innovated and quickly took steps to reduce its plastic use in India. Amazon announced that it would use paper cushions in India to replace plastic dunnage, such as air pillows and bubble wraps in outer boxes across all its fulfillment centers.71 It also unveiled a plan to expand the Packaging-Free Shipping program and later reported that 40% of its orders were being shipped in their original boxes72 and not repackaged by Amazon.
On June 29, 2020, Amazon announced it had achieved a 100% successful transition away from single-use plastics in India, less than a year after its declaration to act. Unfortunately, it qualified this claim by noting that it still uses some plastic in packaging material, which it claims are 100% recyclable through the available collection, segregation, and recycling channels. In addition, Oceana’s searches of unboxing videos uploaded in the past year found several examples of plastic packaging in the packages opened by Amazon customers in India.

Because the ban took effect in the second half of the year – Oceana assumed in its estimate that Amazon India’s plastic packaging footprint has at best halved to what it would be if solely calculated by market share. The company needs to provide data about its progress in India, clarify its definition of single-use plastic packaging, and expand this effective solution for reducing its plastic packaging footprint to the rest of the countries where it operates.

In late November 2021, news accounts reported that Amazon had pledged to cut its use of plastic packaging in Germany by the end of the year. Germany is one of the company’s largest markets – the company has a reported 53% market share in the country and ships hundreds of millions of packages in Germany annually. Amazon, in an operational note it shared with Oceana, said it will switch from plastic to delivering in “flexible paper-based bags” and other plastic alternatives and said this switch will apply to items shipped by Amazon and those shipped by third-party providers through Amazon. Amazon’s pledge to move away from single-use packaging in one of its largest markets shows it is possible to do this everywhere it operates around the world.

AMAZON’S USE OF REUSABLE PACKAGING

Amazon in India is delivering food to customers in more than 300 cities and has announced that it delivers 60% of Amazon Pantry orders in reusable tote bags to reduce secondary packaging as of 2019. It is also using reusable crates to deliver individual shipments instead of plastic or corrugated boxes for delivery in Bangalore. Additionally, in the U.S., some Amazon Fresh food orders have been delivered in reusable totes, a solution that could be expanded to all other Amazon deliveries.

Coupang, the largest e-commerce company in South Korea, has dramatically expanded its use of reusable packaging with its Coupang Fresh business where customers can opt to use reusable eco bags that they return to their drivers. Coupang customers are also, according to the company, able to leave returns for the company’s delivery persons to pick up outside their front doors (without boxes and labels).

Amazon has more than 200 million Prime customers around the world, and in Oceana’s recent survey of 1,400 Prime Members more than half reported shopping on Amazon several times a month. These are repeat customers who can accept and return reusable packages. According to recent reports, Amazon itself delivered 4.2 billion packages or 21% of all deliveries in the U.S. (making it a larger shipper of parcels than FedEx). Amazon can substantially increase its use of returnable packaging and significantly decrease its use of disposable single-use packaging.
PLASTIC-FREE ALTERNATIVES TO REPLACE SINGLE-USE PLASTIC PACKAGING
Amazon is a world leader in innovation and has already created several alternatives to single-use plastic packaging.

Amazon's lightweight padded paper mailer and other recent announcements
Amazon's packaging and materials lab has innovated and created a lightweight padded paper mailer. Amazon has previously reported that the paper mailer has been used hundreds of million of times.86 This mailer is made from 100% paper and employs a form of glue as a cushioning material that is made from the same material as the glue used in cardboard boxes and therefore it can be recycled as paper.

In its 2020 sustainability report,87 Amazon states, "We are expanding our use of paper padded mailers across North America to replace the use of mixed paper and plastic mailers by the end of 2022." Mixed paper and plastic mailers refer to paper envelopes with interior plastic padding. It is unclear what this means in terms of reducing the company's plastic footprint (given the company's lack of transparency) but considering Amazon's recent dramatic increase in the use of mailers,88 this is seemingly a significant step. Amazon should share details about the new mailer's impact on plastic waste reduction and continue to aggressively replace plastic mailers with other viable alternatives. It should also use recycled paper to produce these mailers. Unfortunately, in testimony to the California Recycling Commission, Amazon representatives stated that it is not using recycled paper to produce this mailer because "Too much recycled content might compromise the integrity of that paper and its ability to not tear during the fulfillment process."89

Amazon has recently announced further steps towards plastics reduction by replacing plastic pouches with paper envelopes in France90 and better recyclable paper packaging for groceries in the U.S.91,92 But even without a plastic outside, items in France may still be packaged with plastic bubble wrap or cushions as protective covers. And while certainly a step in the right direction, the reported plastic reduction in the U.S. would likely not even amount to 0.2% of Amazon's global plastic footprint as estimated by Oceana.

Frustration-Free Packaging
Amazon's main packaging initiative is its long standing "Frustration-Free Packaging"93 program. This effort is focused on reducing packaging by volume and weight. Amazon works with sellers who come up with packages specifically designed for Amazon (that use less material including plastic. This approach avoids shipping packaging designed for retail (and not for shipping). In its sustainability report,94 Amazon cites working with P&G in creating "the Tide Eco-Box" which it states uses 60% less plastic compared to the package it replaced.95

With "Frustration-Free Packaging", vendors can choose to certify their packaging as “no [Amazon] over box required," meaning the products ship only in their original packaging or with an over box directly from the vendor.96

Amazon wrote, in its 2020 sustainability report that as of June 2021, more than 2 million products qualified under its Frustration-Free Packaging program.97 But, no data is also provided about the amount of plastic packaging this effort eliminates (or what percent of Amazon sales this figure represents). So, while this approach eliminates plastic, it is unclear what specific impact this program has on reducing Amazon's plastic footprint. Amazon should continue to expand this program and be transparent about its impact on reducing plastic packaging.
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Amazon packages out for delivery. Amazon is now the largest retailer in the world, outside of China.
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STAKEHOLDERS DEMAND FOR PLASTIC-FREE PACKAGING

- Amazon customers want plastic-free packaging
- Amazon's shareholders are calling on the company to take action on its plastic problem

Amazon’s first leadership principle is customer obsession, and top company executives are regularly quoted in the press about the company’s relentless and guiding focus on pleasing those who buy from Amazon. Its mission is to “be Earth’s most customer-centric company.” Based on this principle, it should take immediate action to offer customers plastic-free packaging as an option at checkout.

Public opinion research sponsored by Oceana in 2020 found that Amazon customers are overwhelmingly concerned about plastic pollution and its impact on the oceans and want Amazon (and other major online retailers) to give them plastic-free packaging choices. Oceana supporter Nicole Delma created a Change.org/PlasticFreeChoice petition to ask Amazon for plastic-free options at checkout. By the end of November 2021, more than 741,000 people have already added their names to the petition.

At Amazon’s 2021 annual general meeting (AGM), 35.5% of its shareholders voted for a resolution to require the e-commerce giant to issue a report by year-end quantifying its use of single-use plastics and providing recommendations for how to reduce its plastic footprint. The resolution was presented by Conrad MacKerron, Senior Vice President of As You Sow and filed by As You Sow along with Green Century. Support for the resolution, which was expected to be defeated at this initial meeting, exceeded expectations. It received the second most “yes” votes of any of the 14 shareholder resolutions considered at the company’s 2021 AGM.
Some Amazon Fresh orders are delivered in reusable totes. Amazon could expand this to other deliveries.

©Shutterstock / Andriy Blokhin
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PLASTIC PACKAGING, FOSSIL FUELS, AND CLIMATE CHANGE

• Amazon has ambitious climate targets
• E-commerce plastic packaging is made from fossil fuels

Amazon’s Director of Customer Packaging Experience has written that flexible packaging, which is often made of plastic (such as plastic bags, mailers, and folders), “Uses less material than similar-sized boxes, weighs less, and conforms around the product, taking up less space than a box during shipping. That means flexible packaging makes it possible to pack more orders in each load, resulting in fewer trips, less fuel burned, and a smaller carbon footprint.”104

Plastic film packaging, including the kind used by Amazon, is made from fossil fuels, as much as 90% according to some estimates, with 4% to 8% of the world’s current oil production used to make plastics. 105 Plastics are also made from natural gas by-products (ethane and propane) and even coal is reportedly being used to make plastic in China.106 The future of emissions coming from fossil fuels is increasingly tied to the future production of petrochemicals and plastics. For example, a recent study of the impact of the planned large growth of infrastructure of oil and gas in the Gulf and Southwest in the U.S. forecast that this expansion could generate an additional 541 million tons of carbon dioxide (CO₂) – equivalent to more than 8% of total greenhouse gas emissions in the U.S. in 2017.

The authors estimated that 38% of these emissions could come from petrochemical plants107 – the kind where the feedstocks for plastic packaging and other plastic items are produced.

Despite the clear connection of plastics to fossil fuels, Amazon appears to be justifying its push to lightweight packaging and plastics as part of an effort to reduce its carbon footprint.108 For several years, its employees, customers, and investors, along with non-governmental organizations, have been urging Amazon to provide transparency about its carbon footprint and for action to reduce its CO₂ emissions.109 It launched its first sustainability website in 2019110 and co-founded the Climate Pledge111 the same year – a commitment to be net-zero carbon across its business by 2040.112 In its 2020 sustainability report, Amazon revealed that its carbon emissions increased by 19% in 2020 (up from 15% in 2019).113,114 It’s unclear how Amazon factors in plastics, which are made from fossil fuels, into its carbon calculations and if the company is considering the full life cycle of plastic, which according to recent reports could generate almost 5 metric tons of CO₂ for every ton of plastic if emissions from oil and gas production to the end-of-life are included.115

Life cycle assessments (LCAs) that favor plastic often do not fully consider their full environmental impact.116 Emissions caused by plastic after it has been thrown away are frequently left out of LCAs. A recent report found that CO₂ emissions from the disposal of plastic through the open burning of plastic waste from Coca-Cola were as high as three-quarters of its global transport and distribution emissions.117 Burning, especially open burning in low and middle-income countries, is particularly concerning since plastic is made from fossil fuels.118 Other reports have
suggested that plastic left in the environment gradually emits methane and ethylene potent greenhouse gasses, as it breaks up, further increasing plastic's carbon emissions footprint.\textsuperscript{119}

A life cycle assessment of protective mailers published by the University of Calgary analyzed the comparative strengths and weaknesses of plastic and paper packaging in terms of the climate and environment.\textsuperscript{120} It found that none of the plastic mailers could be recycled, which resulted in them being landfilled. Cardboard mailers, on the other hand, were recycled, landfilled, or composted. The study also found that paper mailers produced half the emissions of plastic mailers on a per weight basis. According to the study, the key is to create lighter-weight paper alternatives to plastic. In general, changing from plastic mailers to lightweight paper mailers has positive effects on the environment.

Companies like Amazon can reduce plastic use and address climate change by finding alternative ways of delivering products without single-use packaging. Amazon is one of the most innovative companies on the planet and has already developed, as discussed previously in this report, non-plastic lightweight materials. It must also create systems that discourage the use of single-use plastic packaging.

Despite the clear connection of plastics to fossil fuels, Amazon appears to be justifying its push to lightweight packaging and plastics as part of an effort to reduce its carbon footprint. \textit{For several years, its employees, customers, and investors, along with non-governmental organizations, have been urging Amazon to provide transparency about its carbon footprint and for action to reduce its CO\textsubscript{2} emissions.}
PLASTIC AND THE OCEANS

- Plastic is a major source of pollution for the world’s oceans. Scientists now estimate billions of pounds of plastic wash into the ocean every year.
- The plastics industry expects annual production will more than triple by 2050, far outpacing recycling (only 9% of all plastic waste produced to date has been recycled).
- Studies have estimated that 55% percent of sea birds, 70% of marine mammals, and 100% of sea turtles have ingested or become entangled in plastic and have found that plastic film or bags are deadliest to marine life.

Plastic packaging waste is blown into rivers or the sea from landfills, floats in through storm drains, or is dumped or burned close to the shore in countries with poor or non-existent waste management systems. In addition to needing to dispose of their waste, some of these countries must also contend with imported plastic packaging waste shipped from countries like the UK, the U.S., and Canada.

Peer-reviewed scientific studies have estimated that 15 million tons (33 billion pounds) of plastic wash into the ocean every year. This is roughly equivalent to dumping two garbage trucks full of plastic into the oceans every minute.

Plastic is everywhere in our oceans: floating on the surface, scattered across beaches and coastlines, and mostly hidden on the seafloor where it accumulates in underwater structures like seamounts, canyons, and escarpments. Plastic debris has been found washing up on the world’s most remote coastlines, melting out of Arctic sea ice, and sitting at the deepest point of the ocean floor. As plastic continues to flood into our oceans, the list of marine species affected by plastic debris expands.

Studies have found that plastic pollution is dramatically impacting life in the oceans. A recent review found that more than 900 species have ingested or become entangled in plastic, from zooplankton at the bottom of the ocean food web to seabirds at the top of it, including 55% percent of sea birds, 70% of marine mammals, and 100% of sea turtle species studied. Sea turtles and other animals can mistake plastic bags, like the ones used by Amazon, for jellyfish or algae – their typical food.

Research shows that sea turtles can even mistake the smell of plastic for food, often leading to a deadly outcome. In fact, researchers have identified plastic film as the deadliest form of plastic pollution when large marine animals interact with it. In a recent study, Oceana found evidence of nearly 1,800 animals from 40 different species swallowing or becoming entangled in plastic since 2009 in the U.S. Of those, a staggering 88% of the animals were from species listed as endangered or threatened with extinction under the Endangered Species Act.

Plastic essentially never biodegrades. Instead, once it reaches the oceans, it breaks up into smaller and smaller pieces, ultimately becoming microplastics that attract and harbor harmful chemical pollutants. When eaten by fish and shellfish, some of the contaminants attached to microplastics work their way into our food supply. Everything from salt to honey to beer has been found to contain microplastics. Scientists are still studying how humans might be affected by the plastics that are making their way into our food, water, and air.
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A sea turtle entangled in plastic film. Sea turtles can mistake plastic waste for food. ©Shutterstock / Jag_cz

Amazon packaging waste. ©Shutterstock / Veronica Winters

A dead seagull entangled in plastic waste. ©Shutterstock / aerophoto

Clownfish swim among plastic waste. Oceana estimates that up to 2.4 million pounds of Amazon’s plastic packaging waste entered the world’s waterways in 2020. ©Shutterstock / Tunatura
Amazon's plastic problem is growing. Oceana estimates that its plastic packaging waste in 2020 totaled 599 million pounds, an increase of 29% in comparison to Oceana's 2019 estimate of 465 million pounds (211 million kg). This amount of plastic would, in the form of air pillows, circle the planet more than 600 times. Oceana also found, based on data from a peer-reviewed study on plastic waste pollution published in Science in 2020, that up to 23.5 million pounds of this plastic waste entered the world's waterways and seas, an increase of 7% compared to Oceana's 2019 estimate of 22 million pounds. That is equivalent to dumping a delivery van's payload of plastic into the oceans every 67 minutes.

To stop inundating the world and the oceans with plastic, Amazon must focus on reduction and reuse and stop promoting false, unproven, and ineffective solutions for reducing plastic packaging film waste including recycling. As Oceana's survey of Amazon Prime customers, Local Municipal Waste Officials, and stores linked to by Amazon Second Chance website (and drop-off locations for the company's plastic packaging) found, Amazon recycling efforts do not add up to and will not significantly reduce its enormous (and growing) plastic footprint.

Amazon's customers are concerned about the impact of plastics on the ocean and are rightfully confused about what to do with the plastic packaging they receive. Plastic film waste has low recycling rates, is downcycled (and not, generally, repurposed as plastic packaging), and contaminates other forms of recyclable plastic (as the material damages the machines used to sort recycling). There is little to no evidence of recycling of consumer plastic film (and packaging) on a large scale and, most importantly, essentially no evidence that this recycling reduces the amount of plastic packaging waste entering landfills and the environment (and the world's oceans). Instead, Amazon needs to focus on expanding proven plastic reduction efforts in India and elsewhere on a global basis.

According to Oceana’s analysis, Amazon's recent commitment to ban single-use plastic packaging in India can – if properly implemented and quantified worldwide – significantly reduce its plastic packaging footprint and contribution to marine plastic pollution. Amazon has replaced its packaging in India and increased its use of reusable packages. Unfortunately, Amazon has not publicly released data regarding its reduction of plastic packaging in India, and customer data (such as unboxing videos by Amazon customers in India) make it clear that some single-use plastic packaging is still in use. Amazon's recent announcement that it will move away from single-use plastic packaging in Germany, one of the company's largest markets, further demonstrates that the company can do this – they can move away from single-use plastic packaging on a worldwide basis.

Plastic in the ocean is having a severe impact on marine life, biodiversity, and the functioning of ocean ecosystems. Unfortunately, recent analyses and scientific reports estimate an exponential increase in plastic packaging and a growth in plastic pollution. Large companies like Amazon must take immediate steps to reduce their use of plastic and support governments to enact meaningful reduction measures rather than simply talking about recycling. There is ample evidence showing that recycling, especially in the case of plastic film, is not happening at significant rates and will not help to meaningfully reduce marine plastic pollution.
Amazon's recent commitment to reduce its climate footprint is laudable and it should make a similar commitment to reduce its plastic footprint, rather than expand it under a misguided view that the issues are not intertwined. Because of its proven ability to innovate, Amazon has already shown that it can create plastic-free packaging that helps achieve both commitments, and that it can also quickly change its practices, as it has done in India, and has reportedly pledged to do in Germany. By expanding programs like Ships in Own Container or Packaging Free Shipping, for example, which Amazon claims represent 40% of shipments in India, it can efficiently and quickly reduce plastic and save money in the process.

Amazon says it is a customer-obsessed company. Simply searching for the phrase “Amazon plastic-free packaging” on an internet search engine will pull up multiple pages highlighting advice by customers calling on Amazon to offer plastic-free alternatives. Oceana has also confirmed Amazon customers’ overwhelming desire for plastic-free packaging options – 76% of its most loyal and important customers (Prime members) reported that they would click on a “plastic-free packaging” option at checkout if offered. More than 741,000 people have also petitioned Amazon to offer plastic-free choices. These individuals want to continue to shop at Amazon, particularly in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. Amazon can take steps to meet this growing demand and owes it to the planet and the oceans to do so. As former Amazon manager Rachel Johnson Greer notes, "the company can do this, it is a matter of will."

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

To tackle its growing plastic problem, Amazon must:

**INNOVATE TO REDUCE AND REUSE:**
- Aggressively scale up programs to minimize packaging, which has big potential to cut plastic packaging, without increasing other types of packaging or its carbon footprint.
- Increase the use of reusable containers for shipping purchases.
- Adapt its “flexible” packaging standards to incentivize, if product covering is still needed, non-plastic packaging from 100% recycled materials and to disincentivize plastic packaging.

**BE TRANSPARENT AND ACCOUNTABLE:**
- Regularly report on its plastic footprint, including the amount and type of plastic Amazon, its vendors, and marketplace sellers use by country and company-wide, and independently verify this data.
- Consider the complete environmental impact of its plastic use, and specifically its impact on the environment, the oceans, and climate, when undertaking company-wide environmental analyses, sustainability reports, and high-level decisions.

**LISTEN TO ITS CUSTOMERS:**
As an immediate measure, give its customers what they want and offer a plastic-free packaging option at checkout.
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This methodology is based on the assumption that the rate of Amazon’s plastic packaging waste polluting aquatic ecosystems is as high as the general rate in any given country.

This global average rises over time as the use of plastic grows much faster than the deployment of adequate treatment facilities in most countries. Oceana also assumed that the median value of the global average is appropriate for other countries where Amazon operates which we do have the highest plastic-waste-to-ocean ratios.
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Plastic pollution is a growing concern for the environment and wildlife. Studies have shown that plastic pollution is killing marine megafauna and affecting the health of marine ecosystems. For example, a study by Kühn and van Franeker (2020) quantitatively observed marine debris ingested by marine megafauna, highlighting the extent of the problem. Similar findings were reported by Sherrington (2019), who investigated plastics in the marine environment, and Aguilar et al. (2020), who examined plastic pollution in the deep ocean.

In addition to the direct impact on marine life, there are also concerns about the release of hazardous chemicals from plastic debris. Rochman et al. (2013) found that ingested plastic transfers hazardous chemicals to fish and induces hepatic stress. This is further exacerbated by the use of plastic additives, which can also have significant impacts on marine environments and organisms (Hermabessiere et al., 2017).

Consumer demand and environmental concerns are not just limited to academic studies. Amazon has faced significant pressure from its customers to reduce its plastic use. A petition on Change.org urges Amazon to offer plastic-free packaging options, reflecting a growing consumer awareness of the problem.

The problem is not limited to the ocean. On land, plastic has become a pervasive issue, with consumer products containing plastic fibers and additives. For instance, a study by Kosuth et al. (2018) found that anthropogenic contamination of tap water, beer, and sea salt is widespread.

The pressure on Amazon to address its plastic use is not just coming from environmental groups but also from its own employees. Jeff Bezos, the founder of Amazon, has been strongly criticized for the company’s plastic use, with a YouTube video titled “Customer Obsession with Jeff Bezos” becoming a point of contention.

As the issue of plastic pollution continues to grow, it is crucial for companies like Amazon to take meaningful steps towards reducing their plastic use and the impacts it has on the environment.
Oceana is the largest international advocacy organization dedicated solely to ocean conservation. Oceana is rebuilding abundant and biodiverse oceans by winning science-based policies in countries that control one-third of the world’s wild fish catch. With more than 225 victories that stop overfishing, habitat destruction, pollution, and the killing of threatened species like turtles and sharks, Oceana’s campaigns are delivering results. A restored ocean means that 1 billion people can enjoy a healthy seafood meal, every day, forever. Together, we can save the oceans and help feed the world. Visit www.oceana.org to learn more.